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EFFECT OF ENTRAINE WATER ON THE MASS XOI J1NT

OF INERTIA OF SHIP PROPELLENS

Several series of model propellers varying in pitch

and in blade width were set in torsional vibration on ver-

tical shafts. The resonant frequency was reasured with the

propeller in air and in water. A value was assigned to the

increase in moment of inertia in water on the assumption

that the change in resonant frequency was due wholly to this

cause. The effect was found to increase with pitch and with

blade width and also to be dependent on both amplitude and

frequency in water. From the data obtained no simple math-

ematical expression could be found which would be univer-

sally applicable. With the apparatus in its present state

it is not possible to study the efrects of amplitude and

frequency separately.

General

A ship's propeller and its shaft, combined with tur-

bine, reduction gear, or engine, form a system capable of

torsional vibration of various natural frequencies depending

* on the relative masses of the members attached tq the shaft.
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The effect of the propeller on the natural frequency depends

only on its mass moment of inertia providing that the damp-

Ing forces acting on it are negligible. When immersed the

moment of inertia of the propeller may be considered to in-

crease, due to the entraJned water, which also damps the

vibration. As far as -he problem of determining the natural

frequency of vibration is co,.crned we may include the

damping effect with the inertia effect. However, the two

are quite distinct, for damping causes dissipation of energy

and decrease of amplitude as well as lowering of natural

frequency whereas an increase in mass alone may cause a

greater amplitude.

"Apparatus and Method of Tests

The first attempt at a solution of the problem was

to suspend the propeller from a steel wire as a torsion

pendulum and find the free periods in air and in water.

This was not possible, however, because the motion became

aperiodic in water due to the excessive damping.

Next the al)paratus shown on drawing No. A-986 and

illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3 was made.

This consists of a vertical shaft mounted in a ball

bearing and having the propeller keyed to the lower end.

On the upper end is attached a disk which is set oscillating
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by a rod attached to an eccentric on the shaft of a motor.

The amplitude at the top end is fixed but the frequency

can be varied by changing the resistanoe in series with the

armature of the motor. The portion of the shaft between

the bearing and the propellers is turned down so as to

bring the natural frequency of the propeller on the shaft

within suitable lirAits. A steel tube 1/16" thick surrounds

the shaft and follows the motion of the propeller. A small

mirror fastened to this tubing throws a beam of light on to

a scale, thereby furnishing a measure of the amplitude of

the propeller. An extension is added to the shaft so that

when the propeller is lowered into water the drive rod may

be attached to the upper driving arm without changing the

level of the motor. The diameter of the shaft extension

is so much greater than the turned down portion of the

shaft that the effective length of shaft in torsion is not

appreciably altered.

The amplitude of the propeller varies with the fre-

quency and resonance is found by varying the speed of the

motor until maximum travel of the beam of light is indica-

ted on the scale. 'hile this corresponds to a shaft with

infinite mass at one end as explained subsequently (see

page /0, and hence does not represent exactly a shipts
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propeller shaft, it does not have the disadvantage of a

shifting node and furnishes a simple formula for computing

the mass moment of inertia of the propeller.

General Theory

The expression for the torque required to twist one

end of a cylindrical shaft thru an angle 0, the other end

being held fixed, is:

T -- 133,7
1

where T a torque in lb.

Es - shear modulus of elasticity in lb/in2

(approximately 11.9 x 106 for steel)

T = polar moment of inertia of shaft in inohes 4

(3 - for a cirole)

0 = angle of torsion in radians

1 a length of shaft in inches

If a propeller in keyed to a shaft held rigidly at

the opposite end and turned thru an angle 0, it will be

subject to a restoring'torque T Z SE 1 O and, since %Us

torque is proportional to the angular displacement, if the

propeller is released, it will perform simple harmozlo
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osol1atione, The period of a simple harmonio motion va-

rise as the square root of the ratio of the mass to the

restoring foroe per unit displaoement from the mean posi-

tion; or, in the oase of angular motion, to the square

root of the ratio of the moment of inertia to the restor-

Ing torque per radian. Therefore, if a mass of moment of

inertia I is subjeot to a restoring torque k per radian

of twist it will perform angular simple harmonlo motion

of period:

T = 2}Fj-

In this oase k a torque _ ]jz 3Z-
_ I _ _i _i_ iI 1 3

angular displaoement

Henoe if the moment of inertia of the shaft is negligible

in oomparison with that of the propeller, the free period

of the propeller when the shaft is held rigidly at the

end Is:

T a 2 FIr a• •

For greater acouraoy we must add 1/3 the moment of

inertia of the shaft to that of the propeller. In terms

of the dimensions of the shaft this formula beoomes (using

inoh pound units):

T a 2T 4z mSi 4
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where
T = period in seconds

1 Z moment of inertia of propeller in lb x Li2

1 = length of shaft in inches

d = diameter of shaft in inches

Es _- shear modulus in lb/in2

This same formula applies when the shaft is re-

duoe4 to the dimensions of a wire, resulting in a torsion

pendulum. Since for a given wire all these terms are con-

stant, the period will vary as the square root of the mo-

ment of inertia of the suspended rass. Hence, if the

period of a body of known moment of inertia is found, the

moment of inertia of another body can be found at once by

measuring its free period of oscillation on the same wire.

It, instead of being held rigidly at one end, the

shaft is mounted in bearings with a mass at each end, and

these are turned in opposite directions and released, each

mass will perform simple harmonic oscillations, but there

will be a node in the shaft whose position depends on the

ratio of the moments of inertia of the two masses, The

position of the node is given by the equation:

12 - iSxIi

where 11 represents the distance of the node from the end

to which the mass having momnt of inertia I, Is fixed.
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The two masses have the same free period which is given

by the expression;

T n 2 32;rtI. T, 1
E5 fd4 (I,* i1a 12 x 32.2

Thus, if instead of a rigid fastening, we had a

mass of the same moment of inertia as the propeller on

the other end, the effective length of the shaft would

be reduced by one half and the natural period reduced

in the ratio

If a propeller is keyed to one end of a shaft and

the other end is set in simple harmonic oscillation with

a fixed amplitude, the amplitude of the propeller will

vary with the frequency. At very low frequencies the am-

plitudes at both ends of the shaft will be the same and

there will be no torsion, but as the frequency increases

the inertia of the propeller causes its motion to lag and

the amplitude increases up to a certain point after which

it begins to decrease. At infinite frequency the propeller

will come to rest even though the amplitude at the crank

end of the shaft rernains constant.

It can be shown that the maximaum amplitude occurs

at the same frequency as that at which the propeller would

oscillate freely if the mass of the crank end were infinite.



Let *g : the instantaneous angular displaoement

of the orank end of the shaft, and * the instantaneous

angular displacement of the propeller.

The propeller is subject to a torque k(C - 0),

where k is the torque required to twist the ir opeller

thru one radian when the crank end is held fixed. If I

is the moment of inertia of the propeller, we have the

bquation of motion:

1 2. k ~(8e -0)

Sinoe we are Impressing on the crank end a simple

harmonio motion of oonstant amplitude and varying fre-

quency, we can express 6 in the form:

s, a A Sinu t

where w = 2 1 x frequenoy

Therefor 2:

"dt

The oomplete solution of this differential equation is:

a- sin( (j•c +##) ,,.•t ,,

jand being a1'b1trary constants.
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When W 2 * the amplitude becomes infinite,

and hence this Is the condition for resonance; but we

have already shown that the free period for infinite mass

at the crank end is:

T: ZV

or the frequency:

Since w 2;rf

: 41r2 f2

Hence at resonance, in the case of the forced oscillation:

or f "

2 r4 I

and the frequencies are the same in both cases.

So far we have neglected the effect of damping.

Damping tfeots both amplitude and period. The case of

simple harmonic motion with a damping force proportional
cap? be JO/ved

to the velooty. In the case of a propeller vibrating

in water the law of damping is not known. For simplicity

the change In period has boon ascribed wholly to Increase

in mass moment of Inertia.



CondWct of Test.
Measurements were made on six series of three-bladed

brass propellers, all of 160 diameter and varying in pitch

ratio (p/d) from .60 to 2.00. Each series consisted of

five propellers of the same pitch but of different blade

widths - the mean width ratios varying from .15 to .35 by

steps of .05.

The mass moment of inertia of each propeller In air

was measured by keying It to a short piece of shafting sus-

pended from a steel wire about 12 feet in length and meas-

uring the period of osoillation. A steel cylinder whose

moment of inertia was oomputed was used as a standard of

reference. Next the propellers were keyed to the shaft of

the vibration apparatus which In the first test was turned

down to a diameter of .500" over a length of 30".

The resonant frequency was measured in air end in

water, and the increase in moment of Inertia in water com-

puted by the foruila:

)/m=nent of inertia x resonant frequency a shaft oonstant.

A correction was =ade for the additional mass moment of in-

ertia of the tubing and other fittings attached to the

propeller.
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To see whether the effeet varied with frequenoy md

amplitude three shafts were made 20 inches in length and

of diameters 0045*, .050', and e0570, respeotively. This

permitted testing the same propeller at different resonant

frequeniees. Two of the series of propellers were tested

on thes three shafts and the results obtained were oom-

pared with those on the 30" shaft.
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Results

The data obtained in the test with the 30 inoh shaft

(.500" in diameter) are given below:

E.M.B. :Pitoh:Mean :Resonant :Resonant:Moment :Woment of: %
Propel-:Ratio:Width:frequen- :frequen-:of iner- :inertia : In-
ler No.: :Ratio:oy in air:cy in :tia in air: in wat r:orease: : ::water :(lb x in4):ib x In•}

220 .60 91 12 62.6
22 eb0 .29 g 129 4,2 69.9
222 .60 .25 1131 104 7945. 20.
223 .6o 0 1099 9gl 2121
224 .60 * 35 1059 939 14 115. 26.7

22 .80 :1g 1320 12 58.6 8 6.
.80 136 10 g3. 86 28.,
:8 . 92 80.1 102o. 28.

229 : 11 ill, 39.8
. .0 501074 127.1 43.7

3 .0 : 120 56 66.6 262 1:1*000 : 129 10 1 5086.2 28:Z
1.200 1083

23 100 .3 103 825g R9l.9 0.
24 1.00 .35 10985 95.8 127 19

235 1.220 :15 1383 .26 71.2
23 120 .20 130J 10o :96 87. 9
2 1.20 1200 108 6.
2 9 1:20 111 I24180 ~ .

1 1020 1020 0297166.61 7.8
240 1.50 1 1320 10266.

1.i0 2 1200 14.1 .6 '.
1. 0 2 1200 420.1 11~

SL .o,.j 2.00 1 108 o. 607.
2.00 -2 - --

2*00 109 72,0



These results are shown graphically on Plate I. For

a given pitch ratio the moment of inertia in water seems to

increase directly with the blade width ratio, the slope of

the curve depending on the pitch ratio. The relation between

slope of curve and pitch ratio appears alaD to be a linear

one as shown on Plate II.

Most of the irregularities in these curves were found

to be due to non-uniformity in the hubs. Where a propeller

had a large amount of lead added for balancing the peroentage

increase was usually found to be lower thm the value given

by the straight line.

From the results it appeared that one simple formula

would suffice to account for all oases, namely: % increase

in moment of inertia a constant x blade width ratio x (con-

stant + pitch ratio).

Further experiments, however, showed that the prob-

lem was uach more complicated. The efrect increases with

frequency and amplitude. This is to be expected on the the-

ory that the damping is the predominating factor, for the

maxiinm velocity In simple harmonic motion varies both

as the amplitude and the frequency and fluid resistanwe

usually increases about as the square of the velocity.
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The apparatus in its present form does not permit

studying the effects of amplitude and frequency separately,

for the amplitude of the propeller at resonance cannot be

accurately controlled.

The data for two of the series of propellers on

three different shafts giving different resonant frequen-

cies and different amplitudes are shown below.

Plates 3 and 4 illustrate these data graphically.

The curves of Plate 3 illustrate how the effect of ampli-

tude obscures the effect of frequency. The middle curve

was obtained from the shaft giving the lowest resonant

frequencies but, since the amplitude was greater due to

the greater flexibility of the shaft, a greater effect

was observed than with the next larger shaft.
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E.M.B. :Pitoh:Mean :Resonant :Resonant:Momnt of :Moment of :% In-
Propel-:Ratio:Width:frequenoy:frequen-tinertia :inertia.. :oreale
ler No.: P :Ratlo:in air :oy in :in air _:in water :In mom.*water :(lb x in2) 2 ):of iner.

230 .60 5 52.6 0.0 3o
231 .60 .20 1020 7 b.0 1.
232 .60 .25 2 1 1o
23 .6o 0 20
34 .60 .5 9 1 .

1 1. 0 20 001 10 10 2,6 8
42 1,10 .25 1Q ~ 0 0.1 124.27

2A 4 1 0~ 9bj 63 Z6.2 15g:g

1.30 7-0 1710
230 .60 1 8 2 2.666
21 lil Z1108
22 3 60 .2 10 8 i0 12 1

4 .60 35 1035 81o 95.8 151:9 59

~i to 2.6 81.6U
2 1- 0 0.0 1 621 S

".057.

2 0 60 .19 -- 5402.6 81
2 1 60 .2 16 105 5.0 10 :Z

2 6o :325 15 u15 7957
:610 9 16 . 30 13 Z1.9 ~ .1 1. 0599613 95.8 12

20 1.50 51 1815 1 2.6 1OQ79
24 1.O 23 16 in .1.0 .26162 0 1~ 1091: 0 0 160 1ft l~
244 1.0 35 14 0 07.0 1.12
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In spite of the Inadequacy of the experiments so
far the following conclusions may definitely be drawn:

(a) For a fixed amplitude and frequency the effect

varies directly with the blade width ratio, and with the

pitch ratio.

(b) For a given propeller the effect increases with

frequency and amplitude.

(W) In order to assign a value to the per cent increase

in moment of inertia In any given case the amplitude and

frequency of the propeller must be approximately known.

Suiestions for Future Course of Ereriments

Wor4 has been started in adapting a vibration gen-

erator to the apparatus now in use. "Thls machine will be

mounted on the upper end of the shaft and will be capable

of setting up torsional oscillations up to a speed of

3600 rop.m, This will give the condition of a shaft with-

out rigid connections subject to periodic forces as in

the case of a shipts propeller shaft but will not permit

controlling the amplitude even as closely as in the appa-

ratus now In use.

In order to extend the curves to cover blade widths
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now In use brass propellers of 16 inoh dianeter, having

mean width ratios of .40, .45, .50, and .55, should be
available.

It has been proposed to ohook some of the data

obtained with models against full soale propellers. This

may be accomplished, for example, on the USS HAMILTON

when the thrustmete.rs are ta be Installed by mounting the

vibration generator on an arm attaohed to the shaft. It

may also be possible to attaoh the vibration generater

to the shaft at the reduotion gear. S&oh a test in dr7

dook and in water would furnish a bass for oomparisou

with model experiments. A brass model of the HAMILTON's

propeller would be needed for this oomparlson,


